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1: Ocean map dot crossword clue â€“ Daily Games Answers
Get a Clue: Ocean Animals This hands-on lesson is sure get your students excited about ocean life. Your little marine
biologists will have a great time listening to clues and finding different ocean animals.

Click on the links to view a picture and find more information on them. Striped Colonial Anemone Source A
Acantharea â€” A kind of protozoa microscopic creature that has really cool skeletal structures. They look like
diamonds. Anemone â€” A predatory ocean creature that has over 1, different species. They are known for
their tentacles that come out from a polyp base. They can have anywhere from 10 to a few hundred. Ahi Tuna
â€” The same thing as yellowfin tuna; this fish can get very bit up to pounds. Albacore â€” A popular fish for
eating, albacore tuna can grow to be up to 60 kg. They can never rest because they need to swim in order to
breathe. American Oyster â€” These grow to between three and five inches in length; these animals are found
in the Chesapeake Bay and are popular for eating. Anchovy â€” Small, common saltwater forage fish that is an
important food source for many species of animals. There are over species of anchovy. Arctic Char â€” This
fish is the only kind that dwells so far to the north. There are some types that breed in fresh water and then
migrate to the sea. Atlantic Bluefin Tuna â€” One of the fastest, largest, and most beautiful fish in the entire
world. It has a torpedo-shaped body for speed. Atlantic Cod â€” One of the most important fishes for
commercial fishing in Northern America and Europe. Its wild populations have been severely overfished.
Atlantic Goliath Grouper â€” This is one of the largest members of the ocean bass family. Its body is very
wide. It lives in coral reefs and can get up to three feet long. Limitless and immortal, the waters are the
beginning and end of all things on earth. They strain huge amounts of water through their teeth to get enough
small animals like krill and zooplankton to eat. Banded Butterflyfish â€” This is a kind of fish that lives in
coral reefs in the western Atlantic ocean and has beautiful black and white bands on it. Banded Coral Shrimp
â€” A native of the coast of Indonesia, this shrimp has pretty white and red bands on it and grows to be up to
three inches long. Banded Sea Krait â€” This is a poisonous sea snake with venom ten times as powerful as
that of a cobra. Barnacle â€” A barnacle is a kind of crustacean and lives its life stuck to rocks and other
surfaces. They can even live on other animals, like whales or turtles. Barndoor Skate â€” A skate is similar to
a ray and is a large, flat fish made mostly of cartilage. This kind of skate can grow to be up to five feet long. A
Barracuda Source Barracuda â€” This fish is known for its scary looks, long teeth, and the fact it can reach
almost 7 feet long! Basking Shark â€” The second-largest living fish, the basking shark eats plankton to
survive. The biggest one ever found reached Bass â€” There are many kinds of bass. Some live in the ocean,
and some live in fresh water. Beluga Whale â€” This whale is also called a sea canary because of its wide
range of twitters, clicks, and calls. Bluebanded Goby â€” This is a small, brightly colored fish that lives on
reefs in the Pacific Ocean. Bluefish â€” This fish lives in the middle of the ocean and is also called "elf" on the
west coast of South Africa. Bluestreak Cleaner-Wrasse â€” This fish sets up cleaning stations where other fish
come while it eats all the parasites off of them. Blue Marlin â€” A large fish with a long spike coming out of
its head like a fishing rod. Blue Shark â€” This shark gives birth to live young, and can give birth to up to
young at a time. Blue Tang â€” Brightly-colored reef fish that is electric blue with a yellow tail, native to the
Indo-Pacific reef region. Blue Whale â€” The largest animal alive, and the heaviest animal to have ever
existed, the blue whale can get to be almost feet long as long as an American football field. Broadclub
Cuttlefish â€” Cuttlefish are not fish, but mollusks. They have tentacles and a large head like an octopus or
squid. Bull Shark â€” An aggressive shark that can be found in brackish waters and rivers that lead to the sea.
They are responsible for most near-shore shark attacks. Then there are the squids and cuttlefish, and the
porpoises, dolphins and great whales. Its shell, when cut open, has almost a perfect spiral inside of it. Chilean
Basket Star â€” This is a deep-sea dwelling sea star that looks almost like a tree. Its arms divide into basket
shapes from which the star takes its name. Chinook Salmon â€” By far the largest of all salmon, this salmon
can grow up to forty pounds. They migrate from the ocean into rivers to spawn. They spawn once and then
they die. Clam â€” A generic term for many different kinds of bivalves animals that have a shell that closes.
Clown Anemonefish â€” One of the best-known types of anemone fish, the clown fish has broad orange and
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white stripes and lives in anemones. All clownfish are born male. Clown Triggerfish â€” This is also called the
big-spotted triggerfish because of the large white spots it has on its underside, which contrasts with black spots
on its yellow top. It looks really cool! Cod â€” A common name for many kinds of white fish, some of which
are popular for eating because of their flaky texture. Coelacanth â€” This fish was thought to be extinct until
one was discovered in It lives 2, feet beneath the surface of the ocean, can grow up to six feet long, and lives
up to 60 years. Cockscomb Cup Coral â€” A kind of stony coral that lives in the deep sea and in cold-water
fjords instead of shallow reefs. Fangtooth Source Common Fangtooth â€” This is a fearsome-looking fish with
huge gaping jaws. It is actually very small, though, and not at all dangerous for humans. Conch â€” A large
sea snail that produces a very pretty shell for which it is famous. Cookiecutter Shark â€” This fish gets its
name for its habit of gouging round circles out of its prey so that it looks like the wound was made with a
cookie cutter. Coral â€” Invertebrates that are best known for building the beautiful reefs that support many
different kinds of marine life. Corydoras â€” A kind of armored catfish. Cownose Ray â€” A species of eagle
ray that can reach a span of up to 84 inches. Cushion Star â€” A type of starfish that got its name because of its
pillowy appearance. Cuttlefish â€” Similar in appearance to a squid or octopus, the cuttlefish has a unique
internal shell, known as the cuttlebone. The least movement is of importance to all nature. The entire ocean is
affected by a pebble. Killer whales are actually a kind of dolphin. Dolphinfish â€” These are completely
unrelated to dolphins and are a kind of fish, also known as Dorado or mahimahi, that is popular for its meat.
Dory â€” This name is a name applied to several different kinds of fish that have big eyes, are flat taller than
they are wide , and have a circle shape. Many dwell in the deep sea. Devil Fish â€” This is another name for
the giant manta ray, which has been found at a maximum recorded length of 17 feet. It is very endangered.
Dugong Source Dugong â€” This is a kind of sea mammal that is related to the manatee. It can live to be up to
seventy years old. Dumbo Octopus â€” This is the deepest living of all octopus species. It lives at 9, or 13, feet
beneath the surface of the ocean. It grows to be between 7. E Eccentric Sand Dollar â€” Also just called the
western sand dollar, this is a kind of flattened burrowing sea urchin that can be found on the Pacific coast from
Alaska to Baja California. Edible Sea Cucumber â€” A scavenger that looks like a worm and lives on soft
bottoms near coral reefs and seagrass beds. It is a popular food to eat, especially in Asia. Eel â€” There are
different kinds of eels, and most of them are predators. They can be just 2 inches long, or up to 13 feet long.
Licensed under Public Domain via Commons Source Elephant Seal â€” Males of this species have a long
snout, which is where it gets its name. Elkhorn Coral â€” This is a very important type of reef-building coral
since it is one of the fastest growing. Emperor Shrimp â€” Emperor shrimp live on other animals, cleaning
them of parasites and helping them fend off predators. Estuarine Crocodile â€” This is the largest of all living
crocodiles and the largest terrestrial predator in the world. It can get to be 17 feet long. I had fought on behalf
of man against the sea, but I realised that it had become more urgent to fight on behalf of the sea against men.
Some of them have soft spines that cover their bodies. Fiddler Crab â€” The males of this crab species have
one claw that is much, much bigger than the other one. Fin Whale â€” This is the second largest animal alive
after the blue whale.
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2: Ocean fish - Crossword Clue Answer | Crossword Heaven
Ocean Animals Clue Game: Playful Nature Card Games About Animals and Their Lives [Joseph Bharat Cornell] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Brand New Educational Cards, Vibrant colors and
facts.

Students will be able to identify use clues to identify different animals. Introduction 10 minutes Go over the
definitions of fins, gills, flippers, and predator. Tell your students that they are going to have fun and put their
newfound knowledge of ocean life vocabulary to the test. Have students list as many ocean animals as they
can. Have the students gather around the table and explain to them how this activity works. You will read out
a clue that describes one of the eight animals that are in the water. When students think they know the answer,
they can raise their hands. The activity is complete when all the animals have been correctly identified and
removed. Monitor them and guide them through the activity. Independent working time 15 minutes After the
students have had plenty of practice with the ocean animals, have them color and cut out some Under the Sea
bookmarks. You can have advanced students come up with more clues for the ocean animals. You can also
ask them to come up with other ocean animals to add to the list. Partner up struggling students for the activity.
You could also pull them aside and have them talk through each of the animals so you can find out what they
already know and build on their preexisting knowledge. Assessment 10 minutes Pass out the Ocean Life quiz,
and see how many questions each student can get correct. Review and closing Have the students share their
favorite part about the activity. Have each student tell you one fact they learned from the lesson. Related
learning resources Lesson plan Get a Clue: Ocean Animals This hands-on lesson is sure get your students
excited about ocean life. Your little marine biologists will have a great time listening to clues and finding
different ocean animals.
3: Ocean Animals Crossword | Worksheet | www.enganchecubano.com
This is a fun game where the children have to guess the animal you are talking about based on the clues given.
Introduce new vocabulary words (e.g. tentacles, names of ocean animals), work on &quot;what&quot; questions and
expand their science knowledge with this game.

4: Ocean Platform - One Clue Crossword
Ocean Animals Crossword This crossword puzzle only gives you pictures of different ocean creatures to clue you in to
what the answers are. workbooks, games.

5: Ocean Animals Crossword
Ocean Animals Clue Game: Playful Nature Card Games about Animals and Their Lives by Joseph Bharat Cornell
(November 1, ) Paperback Gmc Crds Paperback - Be the first to review this item See all 2 formats and editions Hide
other formats and editions.

6: Animal Ocean Game - Preschool Animals
Increase by degrees Guessing game for kids Mares' mates Book of the month Francis Heaney and Brendan Emmett
Quigley, two of the best in the biz, have teamed up for Drunk Crosswords.

7: Ocean shade crossword clue - Daily Crossword Answers
Large ocean mammal -- Find potential answers to this crossword clue at www.enganchecubano.com
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8: Ocean crossword clue
Below you will be able to find the answer to Ocean crossword clue which was last seen on Evening Standard - Quick
Crossword, January 17 Our site contains over million crossword clues in which you can find whatever clue you are
looking for.

9: Ocean shade crossword clue
Ocean Animals Crossword. The ocean is full of interesting facts and we have covered a few with this crossword puzzle
made for kids. Print it out and use it as a way to introduce a lesson on ocean life or to help solidify material already
covered.
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